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Managing More Cows
on Less Grass

Partial-confinement systems for cows an option when grass is unavailable.
Story & photo by Troy Smith, field editor
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hy would cow folk accustomed to
maintaining their breeding herds on
range and pasture consider keeping cows
in confinement? According to University of
Nebraska Cow-Calf and Range Specialist
Karla Jenkins, drought may be the reason.
It might be because conversion to crop
production or other uses has limited
the availability of grazing land. It could

be because pasture rents have become
cows eat all they want is not economical.
expensive.
Rather, cows should be fed rations that meet
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confinement for part of the year, and range
“But producers must know the nutrient
and pasture is utilized strategically at times
content of the feed ingredients, and they
when grass is most nutritious. Alternatively,
must understand the nutrient requirements
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of their cows. Requirements change with
cows on cornstalks or other crop residues
stage of production and reproduction, so
and confine cows in the summer. Alternatives the diet must be manipulated by adjusting
to confinement in a typical feedlot setting
ingredients or the amount of ration fed,”
include feeding the herd in a relatively small
Jenkins cautioned. When balancing rations
sacrifice pasture or the corners of pivotincorporating byproduct feedstuffs, she
advised producers to use nutrient values
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confinement, Jenkins recommended limit-feedIf producers do choose to manage cows in
produced by universities for feeding trials.
ing the animals. She warned that letting cows
confinement, Jenkins recommended limitProducers were advised to allow ample
eat all they want is not economical.
feeding the animals. She warned that letting
bunk space, particularly if confined cows
have calves at side. Jenkins said calves often
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Editor’s Note: This summary is part of the Angus
Journal’s online coverage of the 2015 Range Beef
Cow Symposium, which was hosted Nov. 17-19,
2015, in Loveland, Colo. For additional coverage,
to review this presentation’s PowerPoint or to
listen to the presentation, visit the Newsroom at
www.rangebeefcow.com. The Angus Journal’s
coverage of the event is made possible through
collaboration with the event committee and
sponsorship of LiveAuctions.tv. Troy Smith is a
cattleman and freelance writer from Sargent, Neb.

